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ABSTRACT
Electron temperature anisotropies and electron beams are nonthermal features of the observed
nonequilibrium electron velocity distributions in the solar wind. In collision-poor plasmas these
nonequilibrium distributions are expected to be regulated by kinetic instabilities through wave-particle
interactions. This study considers electron instabilities driven by the interplay of core electron tem-
perature anisotropies and the electron beam, and firstly gives a comprehensive analysis of instabilities
in arbitrary directions to the background magnetic field. It clarifies the dominant parameter regime
(e.g., parallel core electron plasma beta βec‖, core electron temperature anisotropy Aec ≡ Tec⊥/Tec‖,
and electron beam velocity Veb) for each kind of electron instability (e.g., the electron beam-driven
electron acoustic/magnetoacoustic instability, the electron beam-driven whistler instability, the electro-
magnetic electron cyclotron instability, the electron mirror instability, the electron firehose instability,
and the ordinary-mode instability). It finds that the electron beam can destabilize electron acous-
tic/magnetoacoustic waves in the low-βec‖ regime, and whistler waves in the medium- and large-βec‖
regime. It also finds that a new oblique fast-magnetosonic/whistler instability is driven by the electron
beam with Veb & 7VA in a regime where βec‖ ∼ 0.1 − 2 and Aec < 1. Moreover, this study presents
electromagnetic responses of each kind of electron instability. These results provide a comprehensive
overview for electron instability constraints on core electron temperature anisotropies and electron
beams in the solar wind.
Keywords: plasmas — instabilities — solar wind
1. INTRODUCTION
In situ measurements of the electron velocity distribu-
tion functions (eVDFs) in the solar wind reveal states
out of thermal equilibrium, including the temperature
anisotropy; that is, the temperature (Te⊥) perpendic-
ular to the ambient magnetic field is different from the
temperature (Te‖) parallel to the ambient magnetic field
(e.g., Feldman et al. 1975; Pilipp et al. 1987; Sˇtvera´k et
al. 2008; Wang et al. 2012; Pierrard et al. 2016). Large
temperature anisotropies can trigger different kinetic in-
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stabilities, which enhance the electromagnetic fluctua-
tions. These fluctuations interact with electrons, and in
turn, the electron anisotropic velocity distribution tends
to reach a the quasi-stable state. Therefore, electron ki-
netic instabilities may provide constraints on electron
temperatures in the solar wind (Sˇtvera´k et al. 2008;
Chen et al. 2016; Lazar et al. 2017b; Shaaban et al.
2019a,b).
Different electron kinetic instabilities are driven by
different kinds of electron temperature anisotropies, i.e.,
the perpendicular temperature anisotropy (Ae > 1) and
the parallel temperature anisotropy (Ae < 1), where
Ae ≡ Te⊥/Te‖. The Ae > 1 can induce the electro-
magnetic electron cyclotron instability (or the whistler
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instability; e.g., Kennel & Petschek 1966; Gary & Wang
1996; Lazar et al. 2017a, 2018, 2019; Shaaban et al.
2019a; Zhao et al. 2019) and the electron mirror instabil-
ity (e.g., Gary & Karimabadi 2006; Hellinger & Sˇtvera´k
2018; Shaaban et al. 2018b). The Ae < 1 can drive
the periodic electron firehose instability (or the paral-
lel electron firehose instability; e.g., Hollweg & Vo¨lk
1970; Gary & Madland 1985; Lazar et al. 2017b; Sar-
fraz et al. 2017; Yoon et al. 2017; Shaaban et al. 2019b),
the aperiodic electron firehose instability (or the oblique
electron firehose instability; e.g., Paesold & Benz 1999;
Li & Habbal 2000; Gary & Nishimura 2003; Campore-
ale & Burgess 2008, 2010; Hellinger et al. 2014; Lo´pez
et al. 2019; Shaaban et al. 2019d), and the ordinary-
mode instability (e.g., Davidson & Wu 1970; Ibscher et
al. 2012; Lazar et al. 2014; Seough et al. 2015). Since the
electromagnetic electron cyclotron instability (the ape-
riodic electron firehose instability) is generally stronger
than the electron mirror instability (the periodic elec-
tron firehose instability) at the same plasma condition,
electromagnetic electron cyclotron and aperiodic elec-
tron firehose instabilities are thought to be the main
instabilities constraining electron temperatures in the
solar wind (Sˇtvera´k et al. 2008; Shaaban et al. 2019a).
On the other hand, the solar wind eVDFs can be
parameterized by a superposition of at least two elec-
tron components (e.g., Feldman et al. 1975; Pilipp et al.
1987; Maksimovic et al. 2005; Sˇtvera´k et al. 2008; Lazar
et al. 2017a; Tong et al. 2019), a dense electron com-
ponent and a tenuous electron component that possess
a drift velocity faster than that of the dense compo-
nent. The latter electron beam can be the halo electron
population in the slow solar wind and the strahl elec-
tron population in the fast solar wind (e.g., Feldman et
al. 1975; Tong et al. 2019). This electron beam is re-
sponsible for the electron heat flux observed in the solar
wind (e.g., Feldman et al. 1975). The electron beam can
drive electromagnetic fluctuations through the electron
beam-induced instability (or the electron heat flux in-
stability; e.g., Gary et al. 1975; Gary 1985; Gary et al.
1994; Saeed et al. 2017a; Shaaban et al. 2018a, 2019c;
Lee et al. 2019; Lo´pez et al. 2019; Tong et al. 2019), and
then these fluctuations can scatter beam electrons, re-
sulting in the nonequilibrium eVDFs toward equilibrium
state. Consequently, the electron beam-induced insta-
bilities introduce constraints on the differential drift ve-
locity among different electron populations in the solar
wind. Furthermore, the electron beam can destabilize
the whistler wave (e.g., Gary et al. 1975), the electron
acoustic wave (e.g., Tokar & Gary 1984; Marsch 1985;
Sooklal & Mace 2004), and other kinds of plasma waves
(Gary 1993). The electron beam-driven whistler insta-
bility is widely thought of as an effective constraint on
the electron beam speed in the solar wind (Gary & Feld-
man 1977; Gary et al. 1994).
Since the electron temperature anisotropy and the
electron beam both contribute to the eVDFs in the so-
lar wind, they should be taken into account in the ki-
netic instability analysis at the same time. The whistler
heat flux instability and the electromagnetic electron cy-
clotron instability are analyzed by combining these two
free energy sources in the solar wind (Saeed et al. 2017b;
Shaaban et al. 2018c, 2019d); however, these studies
only consider the parallel propagation condition. In this
study, we investigate both parallel and oblique electron
kinetic instabilities driven by the electron temperature
anisotropy and the electron beam. Motivated by insta-
bilities in the (βe‖, Ae) space given in Sˇtvera´k et al.
(2008), we firstly give comprehensive instability distri-
butions in the same parameter space, where βe‖ is the ra-
tio of the electron parallel thermal pressure to the mag-
netic pressure. Our results explore the possible electron
instability constraints on temperature anisotropies and
electron beam velocities in the solar wind. Moreover,
we show the presence of a new instability in the regime
of βe‖ ∼ 0.1 − 2 and Ae < 1, which produces obliquely
propagating fast-magnetosonic/whistler waves.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the
plasma parameters and the theoretical model. Section 3
presents the instability distributions driven by the inter-
play of the electron temperature anisotropy and the elec-
tron beam. The discussion and summary are included
in Section 4. In the Appendices, we present the instabil-
ities driven by the electron temperature anisotropy and
the electron beam separately.
2. PLASMA PARAMETERS AND THEORETICAL
MODEL
In order to show the effects of the electron temper-
ature anisotropy and the electron beam on excitation
of electron kinetic instabilities clearly, we consider a
plasma containing three particle components, that is,
a proton population with isotropic temperatures, and
counter-drifting electron populations, i.e., a dense core
(subscript “c”) with anisotropic temperatures, and a
tenuous electron beam (subscript “b”). The proton
VDF is assumed to be isotropic nondrifting Maxwellian
fp(v) =
1
pi3/2V 3Tp
exp
(−v2/V 2Tp) , (1)
where VTp ≡ (2Tp/mp)1/2 is the proton thermal speed,
mp is the proton mass, and Tp = Tp‖ = Tp⊥ is the
proton temperature. Both core and beam electrons are
described by drifting bi-Maxwellian VDFs
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fec(v‖, v⊥) =
1
pi3/2VTec‖V 2Tec⊥
exp
[
−
(
v‖ − Vec
)2
V 2Tec‖
− v
2
⊥
V 2Tec⊥
]
, (2)
and
feb(v‖, v⊥) =
1
pi3/2VTeb‖V 2Teb⊥
exp
[
−
(
v‖ − Veb
)2
V 2Teb‖
− v
2
⊥
V 2Teb⊥
]
, (3)
respectively. VTec‖ =
(
2Tec‖/me
)1/2
and VTec⊥ =
(2Tec⊥/me)
1/2
represent the parallel and perpendicular
thermal speed of core electrons, respectively. VTeb‖ =(
2Teb‖/me
)1/2
and VTeb⊥ = (2Teb⊥/me)
1/2
denote the
parallel and perpendicular thermal speed of beam elec-
trons, respectively, in a plasma frame fixed to protons.
Vec and Veb denote the drift velocity of core electrons
and beam electrons, respectively. Here we consider the
zero net current condition, necVec + nebVeb = 0, and
therefore, Vec = −nebVeb/nec, where nec and neb are
core and beam electron number densities, respectively.
Note that in this study we consider isotropic beam elec-
trons, Teb = Teb‖ = Teb⊥, and the effects of anisotropic
electron beam on electron instabilities will be studied in
the future.
In fact, the electron population in the high energy
range (normally larger than 100 eV, corresponding to
halo and strahl electrons) is usually fitted by the bi-
Kappa distribution in the solar wind (e.g., Pierrard &
Lazar 2010; Pierrard et al. 2016). Through statistically
analyzing eVDFs in the solar wind, the averaged κ in-
dex distributes ∼ 5− 8 in the radial distance of 0.35-1.0
AU (Pierrard et al. 2016). Since the Kappa distribu-
tion can return the Maxwellian distribution as κ → ∞,
our plasma model (bi-Maxwellian beam electrons) is the
zeroth-order approximation for actual solar wind elec-
trons (neglecting the effects of the suprathermal elec-
trons; also see Saeed et al. 2017b; Shaaban et al. 2018c,
2019a). Although instability features (e.g., the growth
rate, the real frequency, and the unstable wavenumber
region) of the electron instability at κ → ∞ quantita-
tively deviate from the results at small κ (e.g., κ = 2−4;
see Lazar et al. 2017a,b), the former result can reason-
ably describe the features of electron instabilities in the
solar wind (see Saeed et al. 2017b; Shaaban et al. 2018c,
2019a). In particular, for the heat flux instability in a
Kappa-halo model (κ = 8, βec = 0.04, and βeb = 0.36),
both the growth rate and the wave frequency are consis-
tent with the corresponding values in the Maxwellian-
halo model (Saeed et al. 2017a). Consequently, our re-
sults can give basic properties of electron instability dis-
tributions in the solar wind.
According to the solar wind electron observations (e.g,
Feldman et al. 1975; Pierrard et al. 2016), we adopt the
following magnetic field and plasma parameters: B0 = 5
nT, np = 7.6 cm
−3, nec = 0.965np, neb = 0.035np,
Tp = Tec‖, and Teb = 5Tec‖. We consider a typical drift
velocity Veb = 30VA for beam electrons. The drift ve-
locity of core electrons approximates Vec ' −1.1VA ,
where VA ' 39.6 km/s. Therefore, we can explore elec-
tron kinetic instabilities in the (βec‖, Aec) space through
changing Tec‖ and Tec⊥.
For collective plasma modes in the solar wind, they are
described by the kinetic Vlasov equation and Maxwell’s
equations
∂tδfs + v · ∂rδfs + qs
ms
(v ×B0) · ∂vδfs =− qs
ms
(E+ v ×B) · ∂vfs, (4)
∇×B=µ0J+ 1
c2
∂tE, (5)
∇×E=−∂tB, (6)
where fs, qs, and ms represent the distribution func-
tion, charge, and mass of the species s, respectively. δfs
is the perturbed distribution function, E is the electric
field fluctuation, B is the magnetic field fluctuation, and
B0 is the ambient magnetic field. Under the plane wave
assumption, the plasma wave eigenmodes correspond
to the solutions of Eqs. (4)−(6). This study will use
a newly developed numerical method, PDRK/BO (Xie
& Xiao 2016; Sun et al. 2019; Xie 2019), to search for
all unstable plasma waves in our parameter space. Al-
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though PDRK (Xie & Xiao 2016) cannot distinguish the
wave propagating direction through the input wavevec-
tor which is limited as k‖ > 0 and k⊥ > 0, we can use the
output wave frequency ωr to identify the wave direction,
i.e., ωr > 0 for wave propagating along B0, and ωr < 0
for wave propagating against B0. Besides the wave fre-
quency and the growth rate, this study will also explore
the electromagnetic responses of unstable waves. For
example, we use the absolute value of By/Bx and the
argument defined by (ωr/|ωr|) (By/Bx) to characterize
the wave polarization.
3. INSTABILITIES DRIVEN BY INTERPLAY OF
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE ANISOTROPY
AND ELECTRON BEAM
Figures 1 and 2 show the (βec‖, Aec) distributions for
the strongest instability driven by the interplay of the
electron temperature anisotropy and the electron beam.
For parallel and antiparallel propagation shown in Fig-
ure 1, there are four kinds of instabilities, namely, the
electron beam-driven electron acoustic instability in the
low-βec‖ regime, the electron beam-driven whistler in-
stability, the electromagnetic electron cyclotron insta-
bility, and the periodic electron firehose instability. For
oblique propagation (θ = 60◦ and 89◦) shown in Figure
2, six kinds of instabilities exist: the electron beam-
driven electron magnetoacoustic and whistler instabili-
ties in the low-βec‖ regime, the electron mirror instabil-
ity, the aperiodic electron firehose instability, the oblique
fast-magnetosonic/whistler instability (θ = 60◦), and
the ordinary-mode instability (θ = 89◦). These insta-
bilities dominate different parameter regimes.
As βec‖ . 0.05, the dominant instability corresponds
to the electron beam-driven electron acoustic instabil-
ity in the parallel direction, the electron beam-driven
electron magnetoacoustic instability at θ = 60◦, and
the electron beam-driven whistler instability at θ = 89◦.
In the parallel direction (Figure 1a), the electron beam
triggers electrostatic (E‖ = E) electron acoustic waves
with maximum growth rate γmax ∼ 24ωce and wave fre-
quency ωr ∼ 178ωce. At θ = 60◦ (Figure 2a), the elec-
tron beam drives electron magnetoacoustic waves having
γmax ∼ 3.8ωce, ωr ∼ 97ωce, E‖ ' 0.5E, B‖  B⊥,
and |By|  |Bx|. At θ = 89◦, the electron beam
mainly excites whistler waves that have γmax ∼ 10−4ωce,
ωr ∼ 0.01ωce, E‖  E, B‖ ∼ B⊥, and |By|  |Bx|.
As βec‖ & 0.05, the electron beam-driven whistler in-
stability nearly dominates the regime with Aec between
the solid and dotted lines (Figure 1a), where the ex-
cited whistler waves are propagating along B0. The
solid line represents the boundary between the electron
beam-driven whistler instability and the periodic elec-
tron firehose instability. The dotted line can approx-
imately distinguish the electron beam-driven whistler
instability from the electromagnetic electron cyclotron
instability. However, due to both the electron beam-
driven whistler instability and the electromagnetic elec-
tron cyclotron instability resulting in the same whistler
mode wave, it is hard to strictly distinguish the bound-
ary between these two instabilities. It should be noted
that their boundary is more clear in the quasi-linear the-
ory (Shaaban & Lazar 2020).
In the regime where βec‖ & 0.05 and Aec > 1, the
electromagnetic electron cyclotron instability arises in
parallel and antiparallel directions (Figure 1), and the
electron mirror instability appears in oblique directions
(θ = 60◦ and 89◦; Figure 2). The electromagnetic elec-
tron cyclotron instability generates right-hand polarized
whistler waves (φBy−Bx = 90
◦). If there is no electron
beam, parallel and antiparallel electromagnetic electron
cyclotron instabilities have the same growth rates. Due
to the electron beam along B0, three Aec threshold val-
ues (corresponding to γmax/ωce = 10
−3, 10−2 and 10−1,
indicated by the dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted lines
in Figure 1) in the parallel electromagnetic electron cy-
clotron instability are lower than that in the antiparallel
instability. The unstable regime of the parallel electro-
magnetic electron cyclotron instability is broader than
the unstable regime for corresponding antiparallel in-
stability. Moreover, mirror-mode waves have nonzero
frequency ωr < 0. Due to mirror-mode waves generated
by anisotropic core electrons, their nonzero frequencies
come from the Doppler shifting frequency ωr ∼ Veck < 0
resulting from backstreaming core electrons.
In the regime of βec‖ & 2 and Aec < 1, parallel and
antiparallel periodic electron firehose instabilities domi-
nate in parallel and antiparallel directions, and both in-
stabilities produce left-hand polarized waves (φBy−Bx =
−90◦; see Figure 1). Moreover, the parallel instability
has the growth rate ∼ 10−4ωce much smaller than that
in the antiparallel instability (∼ 10−3ωce). The aperi-
odic electron firehose instability dominates in oblique
directions (see Figures 2 and 3).
In the regime of βec‖ ∼ 0.2 − 2 and Aec < 1,
an oblique fast-magnetosonic/whistler instability arises
at θ = 60◦ (Figure 2a). It generates oblique fast-
magnetosonic/whistler waves having ωr ∼ 10−2ωce,
E‖ = 10−3E, B‖ ∼ B⊥, |By| > |Bx|, and φBy−Bx ' 90◦.
In a regime where βec‖ ∼ 1 − 2 and Aec < 1, the
ordinary-mode instability dominates at θ = 89◦ (Fig-
ure 2b). The excited ordinary-mode waves have ωr ∼
0.8ωce, E‖ ' E, |By|  |Bx|, and φBy−Bx ' −90◦.
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Figure 1. The (βec‖, Aec) distributions of (a) parallel and (b) antiparallel electron instabilities induced by the electron tem-
perature anisotropy and the electron beam with Veb = 30VA. Top pair of panels (maximum growth rate, γmax/ωce), second
pair of panels (the real frequency, ωr/ωce), third pair of panels (the ratio of parallel to total electric field, E‖/E), fourth
pair of panels (the absolute value of By/Bx, |By/Bx|), and bottom pair of panels (the phase difference between Bx and By,
φBy−Bx ≡ (ωr/|ωr|) × arg (By/Bx)). The dotted, dashed-dotted, and dashed lines in the top pair of panels represent the
threshold value of Aec corresponding to γmax/ωce = 10
−3, 10−2, and 10−1, respectively. The solid lines in the left panels denote
boundaries between the electron beam-driven whistler instability and the periodic electron firehose instability.
Furthermore, Figures 3−8 exhibit dependence of
aforementioned instabilities on the Aec and/or θ. Here
we focus on instabilities at βec‖ & 0.05.
3.1. Electron beam-driven whistler instability
Figure 3 shows dependence of the electron beam-
driven whistler instability on the Aec. This instabil-
ity enhances as Aec increases (see also Shaaban et al.
2018c), for example, γ/ωce ' 0.4 × 10−3 at Aec = 0.5,
γ/ωce ' 0.6 × 10−3 at Aec = 1, γ/ωce ' 1.9 × 10−3 at
Aec = 1.2. Also, the wave frequency and wavenumber at
the position of the maximum growth rate become larger
with increasing Aec, for example, ωr/ωce ' 0.05 and
λek ' 0.29 at Aec = 0.5, ωr/ωce ' 0.08 and λek ' 0.31
at Aec = 1, and ωr/ωce ' 0.14 and λek ' 0.4 at
Aec = 1.2.
3.2. Electromagnetic electron cyclotron instability and
electron mirror instability
Figure 4 presents the distributions of the Aec > 1 in-
stability in a plasma where βec‖ = 5 and Aec = 2. Fig-
ure 4(a) shows that the parallel electromagnetic elec-
tron cyclotron instability dominates in the region of
θ ∼ 0◦ − 35◦, and the electron mirror instability dis-
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Figure 2. The (βec‖, Aec) distributions of electron instabilities induced by the electron temperature anisotropy and the electron
beam with Veb = 30VA: (a) θ = 60
◦, and (b) θ = 89◦. Top pair of panels (γmax/ωce), second pair of panels (|ωr/ωce|), third
pair of panels (E‖/E), fourth pair of panels (B‖/B⊥), fifth pair of panels (|By/Bx|), and bottom pair of panels (φBy−Bx ≡
(ωr/|ωr|) × arg (By/Bx)). The dotted, dashed-dotted, and dashed lines in the top pair of panels represent the threshold value
of Aec corresponding to γmax/ωce = 10
−3, 10−2, and 10−1, respectively.
tributes at angles ∼ 35◦ − 90◦. For the electromagnetic
electron cyclotron instability, it excites forward whistler
waves having ωr ∼ 0.48ωce, E‖/E ∼ 0 − 0.7, B‖/B⊥ ∼
0 − 0.6, |By| ' |Bx|, and φBy,Bx ' 90◦. The electron
mirror instability generates backward electron mirror-
mode waves with ωr/ωce ∼ −10−3, E‖/E ∼ 0.2 − 0.8,
B‖/B⊥ & 1, |By|/|Bx| ∼ 0.01 − 51, and φBy−Bx ' 0◦
(φBy−Bx ' ±180◦ at θ ∼ 35◦ − 65◦ and λek ∼ 0.5).
The strongest electromagnetic electron cyclotron and
electron mirror instabilities are shown in Figures 4(b)
and 4(c), which also give these two kinds of instabil-
ities in motionless plasmas. Figure 4(b) shows that
the parallel electromagnetic electron cyclotron instabil-
ity is slightly stronger than the antiparallel instability.
Moreover, due to the Doppler shifting frequency induced
by backstreaming core electrons, the wave frequency
of parallel whistler waves is smaller than that of an-
tiparallel waves. Figure 4(c) shows that except ωr and
φBy−Bx , the electron mirror instabilities in two plasma
environments (the plasma with electron beams and the
motionless plasma) have the same distributions of the
growth rate and electromagnetic relations. Note that
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Figure 3. EBWI in a plasma where βec‖ = 1 and Veb =
30VA. Top panel (the growth rate, γ/ωce), and bottom panel
(the real frequency, ωr/ωce). The red, green, and blue lines
represent Aec = 0.5, Aec = 1, and Aec = 1.2, respectively.
EBWI=Electron Beam-driven Whistler Instability.
φBy−Bx ≡ arg(By/Bx) is used for mirror-mode waves
in motionless plasma. Besides, comparing maximum
growth rates in Figures 4(b) and 4(c), γ ' 0.29ωce of the
electromagnetic electron cyclotron instability is nearly
four times larger than γ ' 0.08ωce of the electron mir-
ror instability.
3.3. Periodic and aperiodic electron firehose instability
Figure 5 presents the distributions of the electron
firehose instability in a plasma where βec‖ = 5 and
Aec = 0.6. From the (k, θ) distributions in Figure
5(a), we see that the periodic electron firehose instability
dominates in the region of θ . 10◦, where E‖/E . 0.1,
|By|/|Bx| ∼ 1, and φBy−Bx ' −90◦, and the aperiodic
electron firehose instability dominates in a broad angle
region (θ & 10◦), where E‖/E & 0.5, |By|/|Bx| & 1, and
φBy−Bx ' 0◦/− 180◦.
Figure 5(b) exhibits the periodic electron firehose in-
stability at θ = 0◦. Comparing the growth rate (γmax '
3× 10−4ωce) in motionless plasmas, the antiparallel pe-
riodic electron firehose instability (γmax ' 10−3ωce) is
greatly enhanced, and the parallel instability (γmax '
10−4ωce) is reduced. For the aperiodic electron fire-
hose instability shown in Figure 5(c), its growth rate
is weakly affected by the effects of the electron beam.
However, the wave frequency is considerably affected by
both forward flowing beam electrons and backstreaming
core electrons, and consequently, with increasing λek,
the wave frequency changes from ωr < 0 to ωr > 0 and
eventually ωr < 0. If there are no streaming electrons,
the aperiodic electron firehose instability excites zero-
frequency waves.
3.4. Oblique Fast-magnetosonic/Whistler instability
Figure 6 presents the distributions of an oblique
fast-magnetosonic/whistler instability in a plasma with
βec‖ = 0.2 and Aec = 0.2. Figure 6a shows that this
instability arises in a wide angle region θ ∼ 15◦ − 89◦,
and the growth rate approaches maximum as θ ' 85◦.
With increasing λek, the wave frequency increases
from ω ∼ 0.1ωcp to ω ∼ 10ωcp. There also ex-
ist intermittent stable regions where the wave fre-
quency is nearly nωcp (n denotes the natural number),
and the appearance of these stable regions is due to
the strong cyclotron resonance damping occurring at
ω = nωcp. The electromagnetic features of these unsta-
ble fast-magnetosonic/whistler waves are E‖/E . 0.03,
|By|/|Bx| ∼ 0.1− 8, and φBy−Bx ' 90◦.
Figure 6(b) exhibits the oblique fast-magnetosonic/whistler
instability at θ = 85◦. It clearly shows that unstable
waves nearly locate between nωcp and (n+1)ωcp, and the
strongest instability appears at ωr ' 6.5ωcp. To further
identify the wave mode, Figure 6(b) also gives the dis-
persion relation of the fast-magnetosonic/whistler mode
wave in the plasma fluid model (Zhao 2015; Huang et
al. 2019), and these two dispersion relations are nearly
the same.
3.5. Ordinary-mode instability
Figure 7 presents the distributions of the ordinary-
mode instability in a plasma with βec‖ = 2 and Aec =
0.1. The (k, θ) distributions in Figure 7a show that the
instability is limited in the region of θ ∼ 88.3◦ − 89.7◦,
where the unstable waves have |ωr|/ωce ∼ 0.62 − 0.82,
E‖/E ∼ 0.85 − 0.99, |By|/|Bx|  1, and φBy−Bx '
−90◦. From Figure 7(b), we see that the effects of
the electron beam can induce imbalanced growth rates
between forward and backward ordinary-mode waves.
Comparing the growth rate γ ' 10−5ωce in motionless
plasmas, γ ' 1.5 × 10−5ωce of forward waves is larger
than γ ' 0.5 × 10−5ωce of backward waves. Also, the
electron beam results in E‖/E decreasing (increasing)
and |By|/|Bx| increasing (decreasing) for forward (back-
ward) waves. However, the electron beam weakly affects
the distributions of ωr and φBy−Bx .
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Figure 4. Electron perpendicular temperature anisotropy instabilities in a plasma where βec‖ = 5 and Aec = 2: (a) EMECI
and EMI in the (k, θ) space; (b) EMECI at θ = 0◦; and (c) EMI at θ = 60◦. Top set of panels (γmax/ωce or γ/ωce), second
set of panels (|ωr/ωce| or ωr/ωce), third set of panels (E‖/E), fourth set of panels (B‖/B⊥), fifth set of panels (|By/Bx|),
and bottom set of panels (φBy−Bx ≡ (ωr/|ωr|) × arg (By/Bx)). The red and black lines denote the unstable waves with and
without streaming electrons. The solid and dashed-dotted lines represent forward and backward unstable waves, respectively.
EMECI=ElectroMagnetic Electron Cyclotron Instability; EMI=Electron Mirror Instability.
4. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY
Both electron temperature anisotropy and electron
beam contribute to the nonequilibrium eVDFs in the
solar wind. These nonequilibrium velocity distributions
will be unstable to drive different kinds of electron in-
stabilities. In turn, these instabilities can shape actual
velocity distribution in the solar wind. Previous studies
have shown that the electron temperature distributions
are mainly constrained by the electromagnetic electron
cyclotron instability and the aperiodic electron firehose
instability (Gary & Wang 1996; Gary & Nishimura 2003;
Sˇtvera´k et al. 2008), and the differential flow among dif-
ferent electron populations is constrained by the elec-
tron beam-induced whistler instability (Gary & Feldman
1977; Gary et al. 1994; Shaaban et al. 2019a).
In this study, we investigate electron kinetic in-
stabilities induced by both the electron temperature
anisotropy and the electron beam in the same param-
eter space. Moreover, to complement the instability
distribution, we present electron instabilities resulting
from the electron temperature anisotropy and the elec-
tron beam separately in the Appendices. Therefore, our
results can give a comprehensive overview for the insta-
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Figure 5. Electron parallel temperature anisotropy instabilities in a plasma where βec‖ = 5 and Aec = 0.6: (a) EFHI in
the (k, θ) space; (b) P-EFHI at θ = 0◦; and (c) A-EFHI at θ = 60◦. Top set of panels (γmax/ωce or γ/ωce), second set of
panels (|ωr/ωce| or ωr/ωce), third set of panels (E‖/E), fourth set of panels (|By/Bx|), and bottom set of panels (φBy−Bx ≡
(ωr/|ωr|)× arg (By/Bx)). The red and black lines denote the unstable waves with and without streaming electrons. The solid
and dashed-dotted lines represent forward and backward unstable waves, respectively. EFHI=Electron FireHose Instability;
A-EFHI=Aperiodic Electron FireHose Instability; P-EFHI=Periodic Electron FireHose Instability.
bility constraint on the solar wind electron dynamics.
In particular, we find that the βe‖ is an important pa-
rameter to determine which type of electron instability
is triggered.
4.1. Constraint on the electron beam
The electron beam mainly results in three kinds of in-
stabilities dominating in different βec‖ regimes, i.e., the
electron beam-driven electron acoustic/magnetoacoustic
instability in low-βec‖ (. 0.05) regime, the electron
beam-driven whistler instability in βec‖ & 0.05 regime,
and the oblique fast-magnetosonic/whistler instability
in the regime of βec‖ ∼ 0.2− 2 and Aec < 1.
In the βec‖ . 0.05 regime, the electron beam-driven
acoustic/magnetoacoustic instability dominates. Fur-
thermore, from the (βec‖, Veb) distribution of the elec-
tron beam instability (Figure 11), we see that the thresh-
old value of VebThre approximates as VebThre ' 3VTec.
The electron beam-driven acoustic/magnetoacoustic in-
stability is very strong (γ > ωce), and it can effec-
tively limit the electron beam velocity nearby the elec-
tron thermal velocity. Moreover, the electron beam
drives oblique whistler waves (see Figure 12) in the
low-βec‖ regime; however, this instability (γ ∼ 0.01ωce)
is much weaker than the electron beam-driven acous-
tic/magnetoacoustic instability.
In the βec‖ & 0.05 regime, the electron beam can di-
rectly excite parallel whistler waves (see Figures 1 and
11−12). This whistler instability is induced by the nor-
mal cyclotron resonance between whistler waves and an-
10 Sun et al.
Figure 6. OFM/WI in a plasma where βec‖ = 0.2 and Aec = 0.2: the instability distributions in the (k, θ) space, and (b) the
instability at θ = 85◦. Top pair of panels (γmax/ωcp or γ/ωcp), second pair of panels (|ωr/ωcp| or ωr/ωcp), third pair of panels
(E‖/E), fourth pair of panels (|By/Bx|), and bottom pair of panels (φBy−Bx ≡ (ωr/|ωr|)× arg (By/Bx)). The red line denotes
the fast-magnetosonic/whistler wave in the fluid model. OFM/WI=Oblique Fast-Magnetosonic/Whistler Instability.
tipropagating electrons (e.g., Verscharen et al. 2019).
When βec‖ increases from ∼ 0.1 to ∼ 6, the threshold
value of Veb can decrease from ∼ 24VA to ∼ 6VA (Figure
11). Also, we find the growth rate in the electron beam-
driven whistler instability is increasing with Aec, which
is consistent with previous results given by Shaaban et
al. (2018a).
In the regime of βec‖ ∼ 0.1 − 2 and Aec < 1, in
addition to the electron beam-driven whistler insta-
bility, the electron beam can excite an oblique fast-
magnetosonic/whistler instability (Figures 2(a) and
6). To compare these two instabilities, Figure 8
presents their (Veb, θ) distributions. It shows that
the electron beam-driven whistler instability domi-
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Figure 7. OMI in a plasma where βec‖ = 2 and Aec = 0.1: (a) the instability distributions in the (k, θ) space; and (b) the
instability at θ = 89◦. Top pair of panels (γmax/ωce or γ/ωce), second pair of panels (|ωr/ωce| or ωr/ωce), third pair of panels
(E‖/E), fourth pair of panels (|By/Bx|), and bottom pair of panels (φBy−Bx ≡ (ωr/|ωr|) × arg (By/Bx)). The red and black
lines denote the unstable waves with and without streaming electrons. The solid and dashed-dotted lines represent forward and
backward unstable waves, respectively. OMI=Ordinary-Mode Instability.
nates at small angles (θ . 5◦), and the oblique fast-
magnetosonic/whistler instability controls at large an-
gles (θ & 15◦). Moreover, the former instability arises
in the 14VA . Veb . 50VA range, and disappears
as Veb & 50VA. The latter instability appears at a
lower electron beam speed (Veb ' 7VA), and its growth
rate increases with Veb. Therefore, the oblique fast-
magnetosonic/whistler instability can play an important
role in constraining the electron beam in the Aec < 1
solar wind plasmas.
Recently, Verscharen et al. (2019) considered both
core and beam electron distributions with isotropic tem-
peratures in the solar wind, and found that oblique fast-
magnetosonic/whistler waves can be excited by the elec-
12 Sun et al.
Figure 8. The (Veb, θ) distributions of EBWI and OFM/WI
in a plasma where βec‖ = 0.2 and Aec = 0.2. Top panel
(γmax/ωcp), and bottom panel (ωr/ωcp). EBWI=Electron
Beam-driven Whistler Instability; OFM/WI=Oblique Fast-
Magnetosonic/Whistler Instability.
tron beam with Veb & 3VTec as βec < 0.1 and by the
electron beam with Veb & 2 − 3VAe ∼ 86 − 129VA as
βec ' 0.1 − 2, where VAe is the electron Alfve´n speed.
This oblique fast-magnetosonic/whistler instability is
different from our oblique fast-magnetosonic/whistler
instability in the regime of βec‖ ∼ 0.1 − 2 and Aec < 1.
Both the electron beam and the electron temperature
anisotropy provide free energies to excite our instability,
and the threshold velocity of the electron beam, Veb ∼
7VA, is much smaller than the electron thermal speed.
Note that the electron beam-driven whistler instability
in the βec‖ . 0.1 regime can trigger oblique whistler
waves, and the instability threshold is Veb & 3VTec, in
accordance with the mechanism proposed by Verscharen
et al. (2019).
4.2. Constraint on the electron temperature anisotropy
In the βec‖ & 0.05 and Aec > 1 regime, there are
two kinds of instabilities: the electromagnetic electron
cyclotron instability and the electron mirror instabil-
ity. The growth rate in the electromagnetic electron
cyclotron instability is nearly three times larger than
that in the electron mirror instability. Hence, the elec-
tromagnetic electron cyclotron instability is a dominant
constraint on the electron perpendicular temperature
anisotropy (Sˇtvera´k et al. 2008).
In the βec‖ & 0.05 and Aec < 1 regime, the paral-
lel electron temperature anisotropy can induce the peri-
odic electron firehose instability, the aperiodic electron
firehose instability, and the ordinary-mode instability.
The aperiodic-type electron firehose instability is much
stronger than the periodic-type instability, which is con-
sistent with previous results (Li & Habbal 2000; Gary &
Nishimura 2003). However, both periodic and aperiodic
electron firehose instabilities disappear in the regime of
βec‖ ∼ 1−2, where the ordinary-mode instability arises.
Therefore, the aperiodic electron firehose and ordinary-
mode instabilities are responsible for constraining the
electron parallel temperature anisotropy.
Moreover, in a motionless plasma, the electron tem-
perature anisotropy produces symmetric growth rates
for forward and backward unstable waves excited by the
electromagnetic electron cyclotron instability, the peri-
odic electron firehose instability, or the ordinary-mode
instability. The growth rates of counter-propagating
waves become asymmetric in the presence of the electron
beam. The effects of the electron beam can enhance (re-
duce) the forward (backward) electromagnetic electron
cyclotron instability, the backward (forward) periodic
electron firehose instability, and the backward (forward)
ordinary-mode instability. As the electron beam speed
increases, these asymmetric distributions are more evi-
dent. Also, due to Doppler frequency shift induced by
streaming electrons, both the electron mirror instability
and the periodic electron firehose instability excite the
waves with nonzero frequency.
In this study, we merely consider temperature
anisotropy of core electrons. Actually, both the core and
beam electron populations have temperature anisotropy
(e.g., Lazar et al. 2015; Saeed et al. 2017b; Shaaban et
al. 2018a, 2019b). Shaaban et al. (2018a) have explored
the effects of the core and beam electron anisotropy on
the electromagnetic electron cyclotron instability and
the heat flux instability. They found that for the elec-
tromagnetic electron cyclotron instability triggered by
anisotropic core electrons, its growth rate is increasing
with the electron beam speed, however, the growth rate
decreases with increasing electron beam speed in the in-
stability driven by anisotropic beam electrons. For the
whistler heat flux instability, the instability strength
is enhanced as Aec increases (also see Figure 3 in this
study), but it is reduced as Aeb increases (Shaaban et al.
2018a). Therefore, the electron instability is strongly
dependent on both the core and beam electron tem-
perature anisotropy. We will present a comprehensive
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Figure 9. The (βec‖, Aec) distributions of electron instabilities induced by the electron temperature anisotropy: (a) θ = 0
◦;
(b) θ = 60◦; and (c) θ = 89◦. Top set of panels (γmax/ωce), second set of panels (|ωr/ωce|), third set of panels (E‖/E),
fourth set of panels (B‖/B⊥), fifth set of panels (|By/Bx|), and bottom set of panels (φBy−Bx ≡ (ωr/|ωr|)× arg (By/Bx), and
φBy−Bx ≡ arg (By/Bx) for zero-frequency waves). The dotted, dashed-dotted, and dashed lines in top set of panels represent
the threshold value of Aec corresponding to γmax/ωce = 10
−3, 10−2, and 10−1, respectively.
investigation for the electron instability under varying
Aeb and Aec.
4.3. Linear versus quasi-linear theory predictions
When the electron instability induced by the electron
temperature anisotropy and/or the electron beam can
amplify electromagnetic waves, the energy continuously
redistributes between the waves and particles, and the
electron velocity distribution can evolve to a quasi-stable
state. This dynamical process can be divided into a lin-
ear growing stage and a nonlinear saturation stage (e.g.,
Yoon 2017; Shaaban & Lazar 2020). The growth rate
and the nature of the unstable wave in the linear growing
stage can be predicted by linear instability theory. Also,
the linear instability can predict the stable parameter
regime, which may correspond to plasma parameters in
the nonlinear saturation stage. However, the linear the-
ory cannot describe the development of the electron ve-
14 Sun et al.
Figure 10. The (k, θ) distributions for (a) EMECI and EMI at βec‖ = 5 and Aec = 2, (b) EFHI at βec‖ = 5 and Aec = 0.6, and
(c) OMI at βec‖ = 2 and Aec = 0.1. Top set of panels (γmax/ωce), second set of panels (|ωr/ωce|), third set of panels (E‖/E),
fourth set of panels (B‖/B⊥), fifth set of panels (|By/Bx|), and bottom set of panels (φBy−Bx ≡ (ωr/|ωr|) × arg (By/Bx),
and φBy−Bx ≡ arg (By/Bx) for EMI and A-EFHI). EFHI=Electron FireHose Instability; EMECI=ElectroMagnetic Electron
Cyclotron Instability; EMI=Electron Mirror Instability; OMI=Ordinary-Mode Instability.
locity distribution and unstable waves. The quasi-linear
theory can explore the energy transfer between unsta-
ble waves and charged particles, and trace the dynamical
evolution of the particle velocity distribution (e.g., Yoon
2017).
For the instability driven by the electron temperature
anisotropy (e.g., the electromagnetic electron cyclotron
instability and the periodic electron firehose instabil-
ity), both linear and quasi-linear theories give the nearly
the same predictions for the relaxation of the temper-
ature anisotropy (Sarfraz et al. 2016, 2017; Kim et al.
2017; Yoon et al. 2017; Lazar et al. 2018; Shaaban et al.
2019b).
For the whistler heat flux instability (the electron
beam-driven whistler instability), Shaaban et al. (2019c)
analyzed the instability development at an initial plasma
condition (Veb = 40VA, and Aec = Aeb = 1; Case 3
in this reference) through the quasi-linear theory, and
found the faster inhibition of the instability due to the
induced temperature anisotropy of core and beam elec-
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Figure 11. The (k, θ) distributions of electron instabilities induced by the electron beam at (a) θ = 0◦ and (b) θ = 60◦,
where Aec = 1. Top pair of panels (γmax/ωce), and bottom pair of panels (ωr/ωce). EBI=Electron Beam-driven Instability;
EBEAI=Electron Beam-driven Electron Acoustic/magnetoacoustic Instability; EBWI=Electron beam-driven Whistler Instabil-
ity. The black lines denote VebThre = 3VTec.
trons. The electron beam speed in the saturation stage
is larger than the threshold predicted by linear theory
(Shaaban et al. 2019c). Shaaban & Lazar (2020) fur-
ther considered the development of the whistler heat
flux induced by the interplay of the electron beam and
the electron temperature anisotropy, and found that the
temperature anisotropy in the saturation stage is lower
than threshold predicted by linear theory (also see Shaa-
ban et al. 2019a,d). Sarfraz & Yoon (2020) used quasi-
linear theory to explore the development of both forward
and backward unstable whistler waves resulting from
the electron beam and the electron anisotropic tempera-
ture, and also proposed that the saturation stage cannot
be predicted by linear theory. Since the whistler heat
flux instability is sensitive to the plasma parameters
(Veb, Aec, Aeb, βec‖ and βeb‖), previous linear theories
consider incomplete parameters, which may be one of
reasons for discrepancy between linear and quasi-linear
predictions. Furthermore, since the quasi-linear theory
model is based on the growth rate (or damping rate)
obtained from linear theory, the linear theory indeed
predicts that the growth rate is totally reduced in the
saturation stage (see Figure 10 in Shaaban et al. 2019c,
which presents the growth rate at several typical times
in development of the whistler heat flux instability).
It should be noted that both quasi-linear theory and
particle-in-cell simulation results proposed that parallel-
propagating whistler waves induced by the heat flux
instability cannot effectively scatter strahl electrons to
halo electrons in the solar wind (Kuzichev et al. 2019;
Lo´pez et al. 2019; Shaaban et al. 2019c). An alternate
candidate is the oblique whistler wave (Verscharen et
al. 2019). Besides oblique whistler waves driven by the
electron beam with large flowing velocity in plasma with
isotropic temperatures (Verscharen et al. 2019), this
study proposes that these waves can be generated by
the electron beam with small flowing velocity in plasma
with anisotropic temperatures. To identify the effective
interactions between oblique whistler waves and strahl
electrons in the solar wind, it needs to study the devel-
opment of oblique whistler waves under different plasma
conditions through quasi-linear theory and simulations.
To summarize, our results propose that (1) the differ-
ential drift velocity among different electron populations
in the solar wind may be constrained by the electron
beam-driven acoustic/magnetoacoustic wave instability
in low-βec‖ regime, by the electron beam-driven whistler
wave instability in the medium- and large-βe‖ regime,
and by the oblique fast-magnetosonic/whistler instabil-
ity in the regime of βe‖ ∼ 0.1 − 2 and Aec < 1; and (2)
16 Sun et al.
Figure 12. The (k, θ) distributions of (a) EBWI and EBEAI at βec‖ = 0.01 and Veb = 30VA and (b) EBWI at βec‖ = 1
and Veb = 30VA. Top pair of panels (γmax/ωce), second pair of panels (|ωr/ωce|), third pair of panels (E‖/E), fourth pair
of panels (|By/Bx|), and bottom pair of panels (φBy−Bx ≡ (ωr/|ωr|) × arg (By/Bx)). EBI=Electron Beam-driven Instability;
EBEAI=Electron Beam-driven Electron Acoustic/magnetoacoustic Instability; EBWI=Electron beam-driven Whistler Instabil-
ity.
the electron temperature anisotropy in the solar wind
is constrained by the electromagnetic electron cyclotron
instability in the perpendicular temperature anisotropy
regime, and by the aperiodic electron firehose instability
and the ordinary-mode instability in the parallel tem-
perature anisotropy regime.
This work was supported by the NNSFC 41531071,
41974203, 11673069, 11761131007, 11873018, 11790302.
APPENDIX A
INSTABILITIES DRIVEN BY THE
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE ANISOTROPY
Figures 9 and 10 present the distributions of elec-
tron instabilities driven by the electron temperature
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anisotropy. The plasma parameters are the same as
those used in Figures 1−8, except both core and beam
electron drift velocities are set to zero. Figure 9 and
10 exhibit the wave frequency and electromagnetic re-
sponses for unstable waves. The electromagnetic elec-
tron cyclotron instability generates whistler waves with
ωr ∼ 0.1ωce, E‖ . 0.7E, B‖ . B⊥, |By| ' |Bx|, and
φBy−Bx ' −90◦. Unstable electron mirror-mode waves
have ωr = 0, E‖ & 0.4E, B‖ & B⊥, |By| ∼ 0.01−50|Bx|,
and φBy−Bx ' 0◦. The periodic electron firehose insta-
bility generates the waves with ωr ∼ 10−3ωce, E‖ .
0.7E, B‖ ∼ 180, |By| ∼ |Bx|, and φBy−Bx ' 90◦.
The aperiodic electron firehose instability produces zero-
frequency mode waves with E‖ & 0.5E, B‖ . 0.3B⊥,
|By| & |Bx|, and φBy−Bx ' 0◦. Besides, the unsta-
ble ordinary-mode waves have ωr ∼ 0.7ωce, E‖ ∼ E,
B‖ ∼ 0, |By|  |Bx|, and φBy−Bx ' −90◦.
Figure 9 also exhibits the dominant Aec and βec‖ re-
gion for each instability. The electromagnetic electron
cyclotron instability and the electron mirror instabil-
ity dominate the Aec > 1 and βec‖ & 0.02 region.
The periodic and aperiodic electron firehose instabil-
ities dominate the region with Aec < 1 and βec‖ &
1.5. The ordinary-mode instability controls the quasi-
perpendicular instability in the region where Aec < 0.4
and βec‖ ' 1.3− 3.
Figure 10 shows the (k, θ) distributions for each insta-
bility. The electromagnetic electron cyclotron instability
and the electron mirror instability distribute in the angle
range of θ . 35◦ and θ & 35◦, respectively. The peri-
odic electron firehose instability dominates the small an-
gle (θ . 10◦) region, and the aperiodic electron firehose
instability arises at large angles (θ ' 10◦ − 70◦). The
ordinary-mode instability are triggered in the range of
θ ' 88.5◦−89.6◦. It should be noted that for the electro-
magnetic electron cyclotron, periodic electron firehose,
and ordinary-mode instabilities, they produce forward
and backward waves with the same instability distribu-
tions.
APPENDIX B
INSTABILITIES DRIVEN BY THE
ELECTRON BEAM
Figures 11 and 12 present electron instabilities re-
sulting from the electron beam. The electron beam
can induce the electron acoustic instability and the
whistler instability. From the (βec‖, Veb) distributions,
we can see that the electron beam-driven electron acous-
tic/magnetoacoustic instability dominates in the region
with Veb & 15VA and βec‖ . 0.1, and the electron beam-
driven whistler instability distributes in the region with
Veb & 10VA and βec‖ & 0.1. Moreover, for the former in-
stability, the threshold value of the electron beam speed
approximates Veb ' 3VTec.
From the (k, θ) instability distributions in Figure 12,
we see that the electron beam-driven electron acous-
tic/magnetoacoustic waves have θ ∼ 0◦ − 89◦, λek ∼
102 − 103, ωr ∼ 180ωce ' ωpe, and E‖ ' E. When θ 6=
0◦, these waves have magnetic responses, |By| > |Bx|
and φBy−Bx ' 90◦. At the low-βec‖ condition, the elec-
tron beam also excites oblique whistler waves with θ 6=
0◦, and their electromagnetic responses are E‖ ∼ 0.1E,
|By| ∼ |Bx| and φBy,Bx ' 90◦. However, the electron
beam-driven whistler instability (γ ∼ 10−2ωce) is much
weaker than the electron acoustic/magnetoacoustic in-
stability (γ ∼ 17ωce). Note that Gary et al. (2011)
found that the electromagnetic electron cyclotron in-
stability can drive oblique whistler waves in low-βe‖
(∼ 0.01) plasma, which has the growth rate ∼ 10−2ωce
much smaller than the corresponding values in the elec-
tron acoustic/magnetoacoustic instability. In the plas-
mas with βec‖ & 0.1, electron beam-driven whistler
waves (ωr ' 0.03 − 0.1ωce) propagate at small angles
θ ' 0◦ − 10◦, which is obviously different from unstable
whistler waves in low-βec‖ plasma.
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